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Abstract: A Multi-Source Electric Vehicle Charging Station (MS-EVCS) is a local entity that combines
the grid energy with Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) with the aim of reducing the grid impact
due to electric vehicles (EVs) charging events. The integration of stationary and in-vehicle Energy
Storage Systems (ESSs) in MS-EVCSs has gained increasing interest thanks to the possibility of
storing energy at off-peak hours to be made available at peak-hours. However, the ESS technology
and the vehicle-to-grid (V2G) concept show several issues due to cost, battery life cycle, reliability,
and management. The design of the MS-EVCS energy management system is of primary importance
to guarantee the optimal usage of the available resources and to enhance the system benefits.
This study presents a novel energy management strategy for Real-Time (RT) control of MS-EVCS
considering DERs, stationary ESS, and V2G. The proposed energy management control allows
defining the MS-EVCS control policy solving several cascaded-problems with the aim of achieving
the minimum operating cost when the battery degradation and the stochastic nature of the sources
are considered. The key feature of the proposed methodology is the lower computational effort with
respect to traditional optimal control methodologies while achieving the same optimal solution.

Keywords: EV charging stations; battery aging; distributed energy sources (DESs); optimal power
flow management

1. Introduction

Nowadays, Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) are a key technology for efficiency improvement
in several applications, such as industrial systems, grid infrastructures, Distributed Energy Sources
(DESs), and Electric Vehicles (EVs) charging infrastructures. With reference to the growing penetration
of EVs, new technology challenges have to be faced in terms of EV charging management to create
a sustainable mobility infrastructure for users, electric utilities, as well as local administrations [1–3].
The energy requirement for EV charging can strongly affect the electric grid, degrading the power
quality and system stability, while increasing the power losses. DC fast charging further exacerbates
these problems. In recent years, the industrial and academic communities have been driving the
research on new smart charging concepts [4–6] with the aim of minimizing the reinforcement of the
grid infrastructure needed to meet the power demand of EVs. The integration of stationary ESSs
and DESs in the EV Charging Stations (EVCSs), also known as Multi-Source EVCSs (MS-EVCSs),
can potentially minimize the grid impact and improve the “well-to-wheel” efficiency of EVs. MS-EVCS
approaches can achieve valley filling and peak shaving of the grid power request, reduce the grid tie
capacity, enhance the fast-charge capabilities, increase system stability, as well as providing ancillary
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services to the grid. In this scenario, aggregated power from the EVs’ on-board batteries may be used
to support local loads, grid, or other vehicles, providing the well-known Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) service.
Proper incentives and policy are necessary to regulate and coordinate the use of the in-vehicle energy
at the system level through third-party aggregators or parking lot operators [7]. It is clear that there
are several challenges to address in this scenario. The coordination between the available sources
represents a degree of freedom for the MS-EVCS, but at the same time it increases the complexity of
system sizing and Energy Management Control (EMC). The EMC can be designed to minimize the
grid energy provision, the operative cost, and/or the grid impact [8–10]; while the degradation of the
stationary ESSs due to repeated charge/discharge cycles cannot be neglected in the control design.
In [11–15] non-linear models for ESS capacity fade are presented to describe calendar-life and life cycle
aging using electrochemical, heuristic, or experimental approach. In literature, several optimization
techniques have been exploited [3,5,16] to solve non-linear optimal control problems in the field of
MS-EVCSs, based on Dynamic Programming (DP), Direct and Indirect Methods, and Model Predictive
Control (MPC). These techniques achieve very accurate solution, but require very high computational
power, which is usually incompatible with real-time implementation.

In this paper, a novel EMC based on the minimization of the operating cost of the MS-EVCS is
proposed including the degradation costs of the ESSs and technical and economic constraints. The
proposed Multi-Layer Dynamic EMC (ML-DEMC) is based on a heuristic approach that allows splitting
the optimization problem into several cascaded sub-problems (layers) on the basis of the definition of
a proper set of source-provision priorities, which are assigned in function of the given mission of the
system. In this paper, the energy of the auxiliary sources (DES, V2G, and ESS) has the primary aim
of supporting the EV charging process and not the grid. Nevertheless, the flexibility of the proposed
algorithm easily allows for the inclusion of additional operating modes through the definition of
new priority levels. In the considered scenario, the Stationary ESS (S-ESS) can store energy during
DES production surplus, low-cost grid electricity, and V2G service periods. An external V2G EMC
is developed to emulate the aggregator functionalities considering the V2G constraints. A stochastic
approach, based on Probability Density Functions (PdFs), enables the prediction of a statistic control
policy of the MS-EVCS. A day-ahead analysis is used to predict the optimal initial state of charge (SoC)
of the S-ESS that enables the optimal use of the ESS. Also, the efficiency of power conversion units is
taken into account to define the optimal operating point. A DP solver [17] is used in this paper to verify
the performance of the proposed ML-DEMC in terms of solution optimality and computational burden.
This paper is organized as following. In Section 2, the mathematical model of the MS-EVCS is presented
within a control-oriented ESS degradation model and V2G. The optimization problem is defined in
Section 2.3, while Section 3 reports the proposed ML-DEMC. In Section 4, the implementation of the
MS-EVCS mathematical model and the control technique are reported together with numerical results
and discussion. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions.

2. System Model

The considered MS-EVCS consists of a Power Conversion System (PCS) capable of supplying
the EV charging load by different energy sources: grid, Photovoltaic Field (PV), V2G, and a S-ESS,
as depicted in Figure 1a. The power is summed on a common DC-link with the aim of optimizing
the conversion efficiency [4,5]. The connected EVs are divided into two groups distinguished by the
owners’ preference regarding V2G participation. EVSEs are used to implement the interface between
the PCS and the EVs, taking into account different power levels, charging methodologies (AC, DC),
and bidirectional functionalities.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Structure of the Multi-source EV charging station. (b) Communication protocol between
V2G EMC and ML-DEMC.

The power balance at the DC-link of the MS-EVCS can be expressed by:

PEV = Pg + PPV + PS-ESS + PV2G (1)

where PEV, Pg, PPV, PS-ESS, and PV2G respectively represent the power provided/drawn at the DC-link
by EVs, grid, PV field, S-ESS, and V2G. The direction of the power flow for each component connected
to DC-link and its reference are represented in Figure 1a. The power of i-th source, P′i with i = g,
PV, S-ESS, and V2G, is evaluated considering the power-dependent efficiency values, ηi, of its power
conversion unit:

P′i =
Pi

ηi
(2)

In the same manner, the power to load, P′EV, is yielded by:

P′EV = ηEVPEV (3)
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Moreover, every source has upper and lower power limits:

Pmin
i ≤ P′i ≤ Pmax

i (4)

The minimum and maximum boundary values (Pmin
i , Pmax

i ) are function of the system operating
conditions and source characteristics. A Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithm determines
the maximum power available from the PV field [18]. The ESS and V2G models are reported in
Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

An operating cost for every source is taken into account in order to define the cost objective
function of the energy management control (Section 2.3). In detail, the MS-EVCS operating cost cπ is
defined as,

cπ = cg + cPV + cdeg + cV2G (5)

where cg is the real-time electricity cost, obtained by the Distribution System Operator (DSO); cPV is
the operating cost of the PV system; cdeg and cV2G are the S-ESS and V2G costs (Sections 2.1 and 2.2).

2.1. Energy Storage System

In grid application, ESS can be implemented with a single technology (e.g., battery, supercapacitors,
fly-wheel) as well as with hybrid solutions with the aim to improve the dynamic response and efficiency
of the MS-EVCS [19]. For simplicity, a battery-based ESS is considered in this paper. The state-of-charge
(SoC) represents the energy available at the following time instant (h + 1) when the ESS is subject to
a power flow equal to P′ESS, as shown in the following equation:

SoC[h + 1] = SoC[h] +

−
ηcP′ESS[h]

EESS
Ts if (P′ESS[h] < 0)

− P′ESS[h]
ηdEESS

Ts if (P′ESS[h] > 0)
(6)

where SoC[h] is the initial SoC, EESS is the energy capacity of ESS, ηc and ηd are the charge and
discharge energy efficiency, respectively. Ts is the time interval between two evaluations of the SoC.
The unitary complement of the SoC is defined as depth-of-discharge (DoD = 1− SoC). The ESS power
limits in charge and discharge (Pmax

ESS,d, Pmax
ESS,c) are usually evaluated by standard Hybrid Pulse Power

Characterization (HPPC) test and considering the thermal limitations of the battery pack [20].
As is well known, controlling the SoC and power flow within the maximum and minimum values

guarantees a safe operation of the ESS and maximizes its lifetime and performance. However, over time
the capacity of an ESS is influenced by the operative conditions (c-current rates, temperature, DoD, SoC,
end-of-charge voltage, etc.) [11–13]. The control strategy has to consider the degradation phenomena
to avoid to speed up the ESS fade. Nevertheless, some of the degradation factors can be neglected,
depending on the application [11,13,15], in order to avoid increasing the control complexity due to
the increment of the model non-linearities. As example, in stationary application (e.g., MS-EVCS) the
charge and discharge rates of ESSs can be limited in order to reduce their impact on the battery aging,
and to obtain negligible temperature variation. Under these hypothesis, the DoD is here considered as
the single factor that influences the degradation process.

A control-oriented aging model has been included in the proposed EMC to evaluate the lost of
lifetime of the ESS, at each use, based on L(DoD) characteristics provided by the battery manufacturer
or experimental data, which predicts the achievable life cycles (charge/discharge cycles) as a function
of operating DoD. Batteries subject to deeper DoD experience a lower number of life cycles and
a higher fade of the available capacity early in life. The relationship between cycle life and DoD
depends on the battery chemistry and operating conditions, [11]. Starting from the function L(DoD)
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and the capital cost of the ESSs cESS [11,12], the degradation cost (cdeg) due to the battery discharge
from DoD1 to DoD2 (where DoD2 > DoD1) can be carried out with the following equation:

cdeg[h] =
(

1
L(DoD2)

− 1
L(DoD1)

)
cESS (7)

2.2. Vehicle to Grid (V2G)

A multitude of business models have been proposed in literature with the aim to quantify the
benefit of V2G mode including also the aging of the vehicle battery packs [7,13,21,22]. In this analysis,
the EVs participation in the V2G mode is managed by an external agent (V2G EMC) that dynamically
provides aggregated power availability to the charging station, Figure 1b. In the considered scenario,
the vehicle owner communicates to the V2G EMC the time at which the EV should be charged,
the desired charge level, and its availability for V2G participation. For the participation in this service,
the ev-th vehicle is remunerated with ρV2G:

ρV2G[ev] = λV2G[ev] + cdegV2G[ev] (8)

where λV2G represents the V2G profit and cdegV2G is the EV-ESS degradation cost. The following
assumptions are here considered:

• ρV2G is not a function of the grid energy cost;
• the remuneration λV2G of each EV is proportional to the energy provided in V2G mode;
• cdegV2G is function of DoD and battery capital cost of the ev-th vehicle (Equation (7)).

At every sampling interval, the V2G EMC tentatively provides to the MS-EVCS a power
availability, that may allow for a cost reduction of the charging station energy provision. A fleet
of NV2G vehicles may participate in the V2G mode, thus the V2G EMC has to evaluate at every
instant which combination of vehicles (within the available ones) allows minimizing the V2G
service cost guaranteeing, if possible, the MS-EVCS power request P*

V2G. Thus, considering that
cV2G = ∑

NV2G
ev=1 ρV2G[ev] is highly influenced by the SoC level of the EVs and the capital cost of the

battery packs, the V2G EMC will find the best combination of EV power that allows achieving the
required power at the minimum fleet degradation cost. Under the hypothesis that the V2G EMC has
knowledge of the parameters of the NV2G vehicles of the fleet (power limits, SoC limits, efficiency maps,
time availability in V2G mode, and actual SoC), a proper optimization problem can be defined and
off-line solved considering all the possible combinations of available EVs, SoC[ev] patterns, and P*

V2G.
Therefore, if NV2G is the number of vehicles in the fleet, ζV2G combinations can be identified:

ζV2G =
NV2G

∑
ev=1

NV2G!
ev!(NV2G − ev)!

(9)

As example if NV2G = 3, the algorithm analyzes the condition in which only one of the three
EVs is available (3 combinations), two EVs are available (3 combinations), all three EVs are available
(1 combination). Thus, ζV2G = 7 and all the repetitions are avoided. A grid of SoC[ev] and P*

V2G is
built considering the technology limits of the V2G ESS and the power limit of the fleet, respectively.
For all of these system combinations (number and topology, vehicle available, SoC pattern, and
power request), an optimization problem is formulated and solved with a DP algorithm [17] to
find the optimal PV2G[h][ev] pattern that minimizes the cost cV2G. The results are stored in static
look-up tables in such a way that the V2G EMC can rapidly provide the cost cV2G and power
information PV2G,av[h] = ∑

NV2G
ev=1 PV2G[h][ev] to the ML-DEMC considering the actual state of the fleet.

Multi-dimensional interpolations are used to evaluate the operative points out of the grids. Finally,
the V2G EMC provides a dynamic power request to the MS-EVCS to recharge the EVs in V2G mode
and ensure the SoC required by the owner. The cost of this energy will be considered in the MS-EVCS
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cost balance as cr, as discussed in Section 3. The communication protocol between the V2G EMC and
the ML-DEMC is represented in Figure 1b.

2.3. Problem Statement

The time-variant model of the MS-EVCS system can be synthesized at the h-th sampling time by:

xj[h + 1] = Fj,h(xj[h], uk[h]) (10)

where xj is a state variable representing the SoC of the j-th ESS, uk is a input signal representing the
power of the k-th source, with k = PV, ESS, V2G. Fj,h represents the time-variant model of the system.
A control policy π[h] can be defined based on the three independent power references:

π[h] = {P∗PV[h], P∗ESS[h], P∗V2G[h]} (11)

while P′g[h] is used to balance the power to DC-link of the MS-EVCS under the load balance constraint
in Equation (1). The proposed EMC strategy for MS-EVCS carries out the optimal control policy πopt

that allows minimizing the operating cost of the charging infrastructure, shown in Figure 1a, over
a time horizon. The cost function Cπ is expressed as the sum of the h-th operating cost cπ [h] (defined in
Equation (5)) over the control horizon (N sampling intervals). The optimization problem is formulated
as following:

min Cπ = ∑N
h=1 cπ [h]

subject to:
xj[1] = xj[N] j = S-ESS

xj ∈ Xj & π ∈ Π

model and constraints reported in Section 2

(12)

Xj and Π are the boundary constraints of the states and control policy (Section 2). The initial and final
states are defined as follows: {

xj[1] = xin,j

xj[N] = xfin,j
(13)

At every sampling time the ML-DEMC may require a reference power from the V2G EMC (P*
V2G),

thus the V2G EMC provides information about the real-time available power (PV2G,av) and the related
cost (cV2G). The ML-DEMC evaluates the economical convenience of using the V2G energy considering
that an additional cost (cr) has to be taken into account to replace the V2G energy within the owner
constraints (time, SoC), considering the V2G model reported in Section 2.2.

3. Multi-Layer Dynamic Energy Management Control

The proposed ML-DEMC is a numerical framework for solving the unit-commitment problem of
a MS-EVCS. With reference to Figure 1a, the mission of the ML-DEMC is the minimization of operating
cost over the control horizon securing the load demand and the system constraints. A rule-based
approach is proposed here that allows decomposing the problem formulated in Equation (12) into
several cascaded sub-problems (referenced as called layers). Each layer optimizes the use of one or
more sources of the MS-EVCS, as described in Section 3.2. A stochastic approach has been considered
for the evaluation of the control policy under system uncertainty [22] by means of a Monte Carlo
method. PdFs are defined for the PV energy production, EV charging load profile, grid energy price,
and V2G availability [3]. The probabilistic control policy is evaluated solving the energy management
problem for NPdF deterministic scenarios. At every h-th sampling interval the ML-DEMC determines
the optimal control policy πopt through the time horizon considering system uncertainty. However,
only the first element of the control policy array πopt[h + 1] is applied. In the following control period,
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ML-DEMC adapts the control policy of MS-EVCS on the basis of possible variations between the
forecast analysis and the actual working conditions, Figure 1a.

3.1. Priority Level Definition

The layers are defined using a ruled-based approach that sorts the MS-EVCS operating modes
considering the increased operating costs. These layers are then addressed with a priority level that
represents the order in which every sub-problem is solved. The following rules are considered here:

• the operating cost of the DER source is neglected;
• the use of the local ESS and V2G has to consider the degradation cost of the battery and the future

cost of replacing the ’loaned energy’ within the control horizon;
• the local ESS and V2G-ESS may have comparable degradation cost;
• the EMC uses the alternative sources (PV, V2G, S-ESS) only if economically convenient. Thus,

the maximum operative cost of the system is obtained when the full energy provision is provided
by the grid;

• subsequent layers may not modify decisions made in earlier layers.

Under these rules the following priority levels have been defined and Table 1 reports the operating
costs of each layer:

• priority 1 direct use of PV energy
• priority 2 indirect use of PV energy
• priority 3 indirect use of grid energy & direct use of V2G energy
• priority 4 indirect use of V2G energy
• priority 5 direct use of grid energy

The operating modes are here classified as direct or indirect considering the intermediate use of
the S-ESS as buffer between the other sources and the load.

As example, the PV energy has a null operating cost, thus it has the highest priority level.
The ML-DEMC will first allocate this energy if the load request coincides with to the PV production
(priority 1). The subsequent layer will verify if the PV overproduction can be recovered using the
buffering function of the S-ESS (indirect use of PV energy, priority 2). Thus, it will calculate the S-ESS
degradation cost related to the charge-discharge process and will compare it with the cost of the other
available sources to verify the affordability.

Other operating modes (e.g., energy sell to grid, ancillary services retribution, ...) and resulting
benefits can be further implemented using the proposed rule-based approach. Nevertheless, the scope
of this paper is not to demonstrate the benefits of grid-connected DES systems or V2G operation,
instead this paper proposes a methodology to solve the energy management problem of the MS-EVCS
with the purpose of a real-time implementation.

Table 1. MS-EVCS priority levels: lower number represents high priority level.

Source Direct Supply Indirect Supply

Cπ [h] Priority Cπ [h] Priority

grid cg[h] 5 cdeg[h] + cg[h′] 3
PV 0 1 cdeg[h′] 2

V2G cV2G[h] + cr[h′] 3 cdeg[h] + cV2G[h′] + cr[h′] 4

3.2. Deterministic Analysis

For every stochastic scenario, the ML-DEMC solves the energy management problem of the
MS-EVCS, evaluating the deterministic optimal solution of several cascaded subproblems. Afterworlds,
a Monte Carlo methodology is applied to identify the statistic solution to the energy management,
as described in Section 3.3.
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The priority levels are sorted considering the possibility of supplying the load with more
convenient energy sources. Every priority level constitutes an optimization problem over the control
horizon based on Equation (12) in which the sources under test are defined by the priority level, while
the other sources are ignored. The load energy allocated in the previous level is deduced from the
total energy to allocate P′EV and the energy allocated during high priority levels cannot be modified in
subsequent levels. Thus, an optimal control policy πpr is calculated for each priority level, however
the πopt is updated only if the operating cost of the new solution is lower than the one of the previous
level. Finally, in case priority 2 or 3 are not convenient, the ML-DEMC is rerouted to priority 5, avoiding
combinations with higher cost. As an example, if it is not convenient to use the indirect PV energy
(where the primary energy source has null cost) during the whole control horizon, it obviously will
not be convenient to use the indirect grid energy, where the battery degradation cost is added to the
grid energy cost.

Figure 2a shows the flow chart of the ML-DEMC algorithm, while Figure 2b depicts a generic
scenario of cost and power rates of the MS-EVCS that will be used for the following explanation.

3.2.1. Priority 1

The use of the PV energy to directly supply the EV load certainly allows for a reduction in the
operating cost, and, thus, it has the highest priority. A Copt

π is defined and the hourly power of the
load P′EV is updated for the next layer, subtracting the allocated P′PV with the related efficiency losses.
The energy allocated by priority 1 (PEV,pr1) and the energy to allocate during the following priority
levels (PEV,pr2-5) are depicted in Figure 2b.

3.2.2. Priority 2

The surplus of PV energy production (PPV,pr2 in Figure 2b) could lead to a minimization of Cπ if
part/all of the energy is stored in the S-ESS and used when the electricity price (cg[h]) is higher than the
related degradation cost cdeg[h]. The ML-DEMC initially identifies the time intervals in which a surplus
of PV energy is present (e.g., PPV[h] > PEV[h]), [h1in

s , h1out
s ] and [h2in

s ,h2out
s ]. For every single interval,

the algorithm evaluates if the S-ESS has the capabilities of storing the PV energy surplus (e.g., SoC[h1in
s ],

SoC[h2in
s ] < 100%). Thus, it evaluates the amount of energy (taking into account the efficiency of the

power conversion units) that can be used to minimize the operating cost in the optimization intervals
[1,h1in

s [ ∪ ]h1out
s , h2in

s [ ∪ ]h2out
s ,N]. In fact, the ML-DEMC tries to charge-discharge the S-ESS several

times during the control horizon to minimize the waste of PV energy.
For each optimization interval, the ML-DEMC proceeds with the following optimization procedure:

1. a cluster of tuples (hi, ci
g,pu) is defined with i representing the time stamp of the interval. A cluster

M is determined by sorting the tuples in decreasing order by electricity price:

M =
{
(hhi, chi

g,pu), ..., (hlo, clo
g,pu)

}
(14)

2. the optimization function allocates the indirect PV energy (stored in the S-ESS) starting from the
tuples with the highest price, until it runs out of energy;

3. a new Cπ can be calculated considering the electricity price reduction and the inclusion of cdeg

for each of the tuples;
4. the ML-DEMC iteratively runs across the possible combinations discarding step-by-step the tuples

with lower cg,pu until finding a Cpr2
π lower than Copt

π .

This mechanism takes advantage of the local monotonicity feature of the problem [23] and is then
applied to all the priority levels.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Flow chart of the ML-DEMC algorithm. (b) Generic scenario of the MS-EVCS data.

3.2.3. Priority 3

Priority 3 is based on the indirect use of the grid (time-shift) and the direct use of the V2G energy.
In the time-shift operating mode the ML-DEMC evaluates the possibility of purchasing grid electricity
at a convenient price at the h′-th control interval, storing it in the S-ESS, and using the energy in
the optimal time interval h. The related cost of this operating mode is cg[h′] + cdeg[h]. If the V2G
EMC has any energy availability at the interval h, the ML-DEMC can evaluate the convenience of
using its energy to directly supply the load. The cost of this operating mode is cV2G[h] + cr[h′], where
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cr[h′] represents the additional cost related to the replacement of the V2G battery energy during the
interval h′, within the vehicle owner request. It is clear that these two operating modes cannot be
treated separately, because they may have similar cost magnitude, depending on the relation between
the degradation cost of V2G-ESS and S-ESS. Several optimization intervals have to be investigated
for solving this optimization layer considering relative and absolute minimum (h1m

g and h2m
g ) and

maximum (h1M
g and h2M

g ) cost cg,pu, as shown in Figure 2b. In detail, the algorithm evaluates the
possibility of purchasing some energy in h1m

g and h2m
g (from the grid or from the V2G) using the

optimization procedure previously defined.
Thus, all the energy available from V2G and time-shift is initially allocated and progressively

decreased considering all the possible combinations of power sharing. The combinations are separately
analyzed by calling the optimization function for the evaluation of the optimal Cpr3

π several times.
The cost of V2G energy and the V2G charge energy are dynamically provided by the V2G EMC, as
described in Section 2.2. If Cpr3

π is lower than the current Copt
π , the optimal policy is updated.

3.2.4. Priority 4

The energy residue of the V2G-ESSs can be stored in the S-ESS to support the MS-EVCS when
the electricity cost is extremely high, if that allows minimizing Cπ . In this case the degradation cost,
the power losses of the conversion system, and the ESS efficiency have to be considered for both S-ESS
and V2G-ESSs. The algorithm evaluates the amount of V2G surplus that can be stored in the S-ESS
without overcharging it. The optimization function is called across the whole control horizon. The cost
of the VG2 is provided by V2G EMC. A new Cpr4

π is obtained and compared with the actual Copt
π . Thus,

if a lower cost is reached the optimal schedule of the available sources is obtained.

3.2.5. Priority 5

The residual energy load is, finally, supplied by the grid (priority 5), since at this point all the
possible operating modes have been investigated.

3.3. Stochastic Analysis

The day-ahead schedule is used in this work for the definition of the initial SoC[1] of the S-ESS.
In detail, the initial SoC[1] of the S-ESS determines the quantity of energy that the charging station
can accumulate and use during the time horizon, since a null energy balance has to be guaranteed
during the control horizon. For example, starting with a partially charged S-ESS, the optimal solution
could foresee a charging event early in the morning, when the grid energy cost is lower and/or there
is an overproduction of PV energy. The S-ESS may be discharged later on in the day when grid energy
must be purchased at higher cost. However, the use of S-ESS is subject to the degradation cost cdeg that
exponentially increases when the S-ESS operates at low SoC. Thus, the definition of SoC[1] represents
a crucial point for the minimization of the operating cost.

A Monte Carlo approach is used for the definition of the stochastic day-ahead schedule of the
multi source station. Several scenarios can be defined considering that the parameters are randomly
selected by means of PdFs of DES production, electricity price, EV load, and V2G availability based
on historical data and prediction of the EV owner behavior [24]. For each scenario a deterministic
problem is solved and a statistic control policy is predicted based on the Monte Carlo method. In order
to minimize Cπ , the proposed algorithm iterates the solution of the optimization problem for each
scenario considering different values of initial SoC[1], from minimum to maximum admissible value
for S-ESS technology. At the end of the statistic analysis, the minimum Cπ will identify the predicted
SoC[1]. As matter of fact, the ML-DEMC will optimize the SoC trend in such a way that the S-ESS
has high SoC values before the discharge process. The optimal SoC[1] will highly influenced by the
seasonal DER availability and grid energy cost variation. For example, during the month of January
the optimal SoC[1] values will be higher than the one in July, since there is less probability of PV
energy surplus. Thus, the algorithm will identify starting with at high SoC[1] as more convenient,
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corresponding to a lower degradation cost. More details of the SoC trend are shown in the numerical
result section.

4. Numerical Results

In order to analyze the performances of the proposed energy management control, a MS-EVCS,
based on the structure of Figure 1a, has been modeled in the Matlab R© programming language.
The time horizon has been fixed to one day with a sampling interval of 1 h (N = 24). However,
shorter time resolutions are possible for a real-time implementation. The MS-EVCS is composed by
a grid connection of 110 kW, a 120 kWp PV field, a lead-acid S-ESS having a capacity of 275 kWh,
and a EV maximum load of 110 kW. The SoC variation of the S-ESS has been limited within the
range 50–100%, due to the technology limitation of lead acid batteries. The V2G fleet is composed
by NV2G = 3, with 24 kWh- and 32 kWh-ESS. The SoC of the vehicles has been defined by a random
process within the range 50–100%, due to the owner requirement of minimum charge available at any
moment. The capital cost of the ESS is reported in Table 2, considering two different scenarios for
the degradation cost impact. The L(DoD) characteristics for lead acid and lithium-ion batteries are
reported in Figure 3. In this paper, a linear function has been adopted for the lead acid technology,
whereas the logarithmic function for the lithium-ion one has been approximated with a piecewise linear
function. In this paper, a linear function has been adopted for the lead acid technology, whereas the
logarithmic function for the lithium-ion one has been approximated with a piecewise linear function.
The efficiency of the single energy conversion unit is function of the processed power with a peak
efficiency equal to 95% [25,26], in line with the state of the art. The ESS round trip efficiency (discharge
and charge using a CC-CV protocol) is considered equal to 90% for Li-ion technology and 84% for
Lead-acid [27]. Gaussian PdFs for each hour of the day have been defined for the PV production,
the load demand, and the presence of EVs in V2G mode to forecast the operating condition of the
MS-EVCS. PV production and electricity price have been modeled by means available historical data.
A typical charge profile of EVs in the metropolitan area has been considered [24].

Table 2. ESS capital cost.

ESS Technology Case 1 Case 2

S-ESS lead acid 0.10 e/Wh 0.07 e/Wh
V2G-ESS lithium ion 0.30 e/Wh 0.20 e/Wh

Figure 3. Cycle life characteristics of lead acid (a) and lithium-ion (b) batteries.

Figure 4 represents the daily optimal control policy πopt of the MS-EVCS considering the reported
constraint of PEV, Pmax

PV , and the unit electricity cost cg,pu for a typical day in winter, spring, summer, and
autumn when case2 is applied. The SoC[1] has been evaluated with the analysis reported in Section 4.2.
The ML-DEMC optimizes the use of the PPV directly supplying the load or charging the S-ESS (priority 1
and 2). The stored energy during priority 2 is then used when the grid energy has the highest cost
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(around h = 20). Priority 3 is present only during day of December and results in storing the grid energy
at h = 5 to charge the S-ESS to be used at h = 18 when the grid energy cost is maximum (time-shift
operation). As matter of fact, priority 3 is not used during the other months, since there is already
a surplus of PV energy that the system is not cable of allocating. Moreover, the ML-DEMC decides to
use the V2G energy in several afternoon events due to the source availability, the low cost related to
the SoC of the EVs, and the high cost of the grid energy. The effectiveness of the proposed ML-DEMC
is verified in Figure 5 for the month of December, highlighting the cost reduction of every priority
level in comparison with the grid electricity price Cgrid

π [h] = cg,pu[h]PEV[h] = 77.86 e . The priority 1
allows achieving Cpr1

π [h] = 53.59 e , priority 2 Cpr2
π [h] = 52.3 e and priority 3 Cpr3

π [h] = 52.05 e , while
priority 4 is not used in this case.

Figure 4. Power schedule for a day of December considering the proper SoC[1].

Figure 5. December: optimal operating cost for different priority levels.
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4.1. Comparison with Dynamic Programming Solution

A DP method is used as benchmark to evaluate the potential of the ML-DEMC and the optimality
of the proposed control strategy. The optimization problem, reported in Section 2.3, can be tackled
using the Matlab-based DP function proposed in [17]. A convenient way to analyze the optimization
algorithm results for MS-EVCS is the introduction of usage factors of the sources. Pi,pu represents the
percentage of total utilization of the i-th source considering the power contribute used to supply the
load with comparison to the load demand:

Pi,pu =
∑N

h=1 Pi[h]

∑N
h=1 PEV[h]

(15)

The index is calculated considering the power balance at the DC-link, taking into account the
conversion efficiency. Whereas the usage factor of g, PV, and V2G represent the direct and indirect
power contribute of grid, PV, and V2G to the load supply. Thus,

Pg,pu + PPV,pu + PV2G,pu = 1 (16)

Since the energy balance of the S-ESS over the control horizon is defined to be null, the index
PESS,pu is calculated considering the only discharge contribute PESS,d[h]:

PESS,pu =
∑N

h=1 PESS,d[h]

∑N
h=1 PEV[h]

(17)

Thus, PESS,pu stands for the indirect power contribution of the grid, PV, and V2G to the load
supply. Table 3 includes the values of proposed indexes and optimal Cπ for different months and
ESS capital costs. It can be observed that the proposed algorithm carries out the same utilization
factors and operating cost of the DP solution. Check of the hourly sources’ power has been performed.
Furthermore, Cπ is affected by the capital cost of the ESS, especially during the summer months
when the PV surplus is higher. As is well known, the computational effort of DP algorithm increases
exponentially with the number of states, inputs, time steps, and required accuracy. The number of
inputs has been defined as the dimension of the control policy π in which the PV2G power reference is
defined for every vehicles. In the same manner, the number of states is equal to the number of ESSs.
The proposed ML-DEMC is an order of magnitude faster than standard DP.

Table 3. Comparison DP/ML-DEMC.

Month Case
Cπ [e ] Pg,pu [%] PPV,pu [%] PV2G,pu [%] PESS,pu [%]

DP ML-DEMC DP ML-DEMC DP ML-DEMC DP ML-DEMC DP ML-DEMC

March 1 32.45 32.29 51.19 51.51 49.34 48.34 0.16 0.15 5.90 5.96
2 30.74 30.58 49.92 50.13 49.13 49.52 0.42 0.35 8.75 8.40

June 1 33.76 34.00 46.26 46.99 54.14 53.61 0.00 0.00 6.07 5.96
2 31.98 32.30 44.13 43.99 55.09 55.52 0.46 0.49 9.92 9.48

September 1 39.22 38.79 49.19 49.46 50.12 50.33 0.23 0.21 7.12 7.04
2 36.92 36.76 47.71 47.31 51.45 51.71 0.94 0.99 9.52 9.75

December 1 52.83 52.72 64.75 65.18 34.56 34.27 0.60 0.55 2.36 2.42
2 51,72 52.05 64.27 63.74 34.48 34.72 1.46 1.54 3.62 3.79

4.2. Numerical Results of the Stochastic Analysis

The main results of the stochastic analysis are reported in Figure 6. The developed model
and control algorithm have been used to solve several optimization problems using a Monte Carlo
approach where PdFs of DES production (µ = 17%), electricy price (µ = 10%), EV load (µ = 10%),
and V2G availability (µ = 10%) have been considered as input. A total of 1000 scenarios have been
considered. For every scenario the algorithm solves the problem considering different values of SoC[1]
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(within the technologies limits). In detail, the ML-DEMC statistically determines for each analyzed
month which is the value of SoC[1] that allows minimizing the Cπ . As a result of the numerical
analysis, Figures 4 and 7 show how for achieving the lowest cdeg the ML-DEMC optimizes the SoC[1]
with the aim to obtain a fully-charged S-ESS before the first discharge process. Moreover, the S-ESS
finds a more intensive use in the summer months with respect to the winter ones especially when
a low degradation cost of the ESS is considered (case 2).

Figure 6. Stochastic analysis for the SoC[1] evaluation.

Figure 7. State of charge of the S-ESS for the operating points in Figure 4 (case2) and Table 3.

4.3. Real-Time Analysis

With respect to Figure 4, a perturbation of PEV is reported in Figure 8. In detail, due to the load
addition at h = 10, the ML-DEMC decides to use the S-ESS stored during the time-shift (h = 5), since
the prediction algorithm has estimated a load decreases at h = 12–13. Thus, the PV surplus during
this interval is used to charge the S-ESS to be used at h = 18. A new optimal policy is obtained for the
control horizon h = (10, 24).
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Figure 8. Real-time operation for a day of December considering a load perturbation.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a new approach for real-time control of MS-EVCS that achieves the minimum
operating cost when the degradation cost of both S-ESS and V2G-ESS is considered. The optimization
algorithm solution has been shown to be accurate and it requires less computational effort when
compared to standard solution methods, enabling the real-time implementation. This goal is achieved
by defining proper priority levels among the system sources (grid, V2G, S-ESS, PV) and solving the
optimal control problem layer-by-layer. An external V2G EMC is used to define the best operating
condition for the V2G fleet; the V2G management takes advantage of pre-calculated look-up-table
based the vehicle parameters. A unique contribution of this paper is the study of the SOC initial
condition for the S-ESS considering seasonal and economic constraints. In detail, a day-ahead statistic
analysis calculates the estimated initial state of charge of the S-ESS that will guarantee the operating
cost minimization.
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